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HOW TO USE INDEX

Index is divided into five sections: authors, subject matter, columns, Sports Philatelists International organization, and titles.

Obviously only author-designated articles appear in the authors section.

In the subjects section, an entry under a specific topic means that in some way the article seems to be related to that category. I tried to think of all types of users and their needs as I placed contents of articles under topics. I apologize in advance for any inconsistencies. It is difficult to be consistent from day to day, let alone when a few days have elapsed between entries. This project has taken five years.

A topic had to be mentioned in the article to appear under a subject. I did not wish to second guess the author.

Most authors used the Scott Catalog when identifying the stamps by number. Thus, only non-Scott stamps have a prefix; these include: GI and SG - Stanley Gibbons, MI - Michel, MIN - Minkus, TR - Trachtenberg, and YT - Yvert Et Tellier. In a few cases stamps have been renumbered in newer catalogs; #105/280 indicates that 105 was used in the article and 280 in the current catalog.

The index has been checked against the volumes three times. I would like to thank the compilers of earlier indices: Brown, Bruce, La Porta and B. Williams. This information was used in checking for completeness in these volumes. Still there is room for error. If you find missing or incorrect entries, please notify me. Information is on the computer and will be corrected for a future edition.

Titles of continued articles with same title and author are given in one entry. If detailed information concerning an article is available, it is noted in the columns section. Many checklist and handbook topics have not been further categorized into topics.

Topics in the columns sections are in alphabetical order by category. The titles within each category are in sequential format where appropriate. The review category has titles in alphabetical order and all reviews appear in this section whether or not they appeared in columns.


Titles section contains all titles found in the journals with the exception of some listed in the Sports Philatelists International section only.

The American Library Association filing manual was used as a guide in the alphabetizing process. In addition an American Philatelic Research Library booklet was consulted. Major guidelines to assist you in finding articles include:

1. Articles are alphabetized using the word-by-word method.

2. All acronyms are treated as a single word without periods.

3. In rare instances of misspelled words, these were corrected without notation.

4. Initial numerals, Arabic and Roman, are placed before titles beginning with letters. These are found low to high in sequence. Numerals within the title are treated similarly.

5. Spelled-out numbers are found in the normal alphabetical listing.

6. All punctuation, non-alphabetical signs and symbols are ignored in the alphabetizing process.
7. A prefix that is part of the name, e.g., DuMaurier, is treated as a separate word unless it is connected to the rest of the name directly or by an apostrophe without a space. Note that since this is an all-capital letter format, in some cases the prefix (De) was separated for readability.

8. Names are listed by the last name unless found as part of a company name.

9. Terms of honor, Dr., Mrs., Sir, are ignored in the alphabetizing process.

10. Mac is found under Ma while the Mc is located under Me.

11. The ampersand (&) is located as it is spelled out in English.

12. Initial articles, e.g., the, a, and an, are ignored. Similarly, initial articles in non-English languages are ignored. These include: die, el, il, la, le, l', and les. An exception is Los Angeles, which appears under "L."

CUMULATIVE INDEX

VOL. A is Sportcast, which was printed by Sports Unit of American Topical Association. Volume 1 was begun in October, 1953; Issue 2/3, February, 1954; Issue 4/5 June, 1954; and Volume 2 was printed May, 1955. A1, A2

VOL. B is Sportcast, which was printed by a reorganized Sports Unit of American Topical Association. Volume 1 appeared December, 1957, with the second issue in September, 1958. The second issue was titled International Association of Sport Philately. B1

VOL. S is SportStamps, which was printed by another reorganized Sports Unit of American Topical Association. Volume 1 appeared September, 1960. The final issue of SportStamps, Volume 2, was printed August, 1962. S1, S2

VOL. J is Journal of Sports Philately, which was printed by the independent organization, Sports Philatelists International (SPI). Volume 1 appeared September, 1962.


How to read entries: Title of article(author) article source.

How to read the article source: A1(3),22-24

A = JOURNAL
1 = VOLUME NUMBER
(3), = ISSUE NUMBER
22-24 = PAGES

To purchase articles, please contact Margaret Jones via email at: docj3@doverplacecc.org
SUBJECT INDEX

ABEBE, BEKELE (SEE BILKILA, ABEBE)

ABE MALAN (SOUTH AFRICA - RUGBY)
ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF RUGBY-FOOTBALL AND 17 YEARS OF RUGBY IN PHILATELIC JOUBERT) J10(5),1-3,5-7

ABRAH, AREGA (ETHIOPIA - RUNNER)
ATLANTAS BID FOR THE OLYMPICS(JACOBS) J29(1),26

ABRAHAMS, HAROLD (ENGLAND - TRACK)
CHARIOTS OF FIRE AND THE 1904 OLYMPICS(MANIKIAN) J27(1),18-19
MATCHBOX LABELS(HUGHES) J7(7-8),1-8

ABU DHABI
BIRD HUNTING J6(3-4),13-14

ACTION STAMPS
LIVING STAMPS! S2(2),9

ADEN - MAHRA STATE
MAIL SALE(WYSLOTSKY) J14(6),2-3,5-6

ADEN - QA'TI STATE HADHRAIMAUT
MAIL SALE(WYSLOTSKY) J14(6),2-3,5-6

ADDRESSES
EXHIBITING OLYMPICS(PODOLSKY) J28(1),1-3,5-6

ADRIATIC CUP PARACHUTIST INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION
THE LONG LEAP - SKY DIVING(LA PORTA) J7(3-4),3-6

ADVERTIZING
A NOTE TO MEMBERS CONCERNING DEALER ADVERTIZING S1(3),23

AEGEAN ISLANDS (DODECANESE)

AEGEAN ISLANDS #31-35 (1934) - WORLD SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIPS
THE JULES RIMET WORLD CUP STAMPS(LANDY) J2(3),1-5

AEGEAN ISLANDS #26-27 (1933) - BALBO'S TRANS-ATLANTIC FLIGHT
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT(FARR) J3(11),1-5

AEGEAN ISLANDS #27 (1933) - COLOSSEUM AT ROME
THE PHILATELIC MARKET J1(2),11

AEGEAN ISLANDS #28-31 (1934) - WORLD SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP
THE JULES RIMET WORLD CUP STAMPS(LANDY) J2(3),1-5
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT(FARR) J3(11),1-5

AERO WHEEL
THE AERO WHEEL J6(3-4),1-8
SPORT STAMPS: BEHIND THE SCENES - GERMANY(M. JONES) J18(4),115-122
WHADDYA YA' KNOW? (SEEBAECHER) S2(3),13

AEROBATICS

AEROGAMS
AMERICAS CUP CANCELLATIONS J19(4),110
AMERICAS CUP FINALLY COMES OF PHILATELIC AGE(REISS)
J26(5),173-175,177-197
AUSTRALIA TO ISSUE STAMPS AND AEROGRAM FOR COMMONWEALTH GAMES S2(9),4
AUSTRALIA'S 1956 OLYMPIC REGISTRY LABELS(PODOLSKY) J18(2),65-66
AUSTRIA SPORT CANCELS(LACKO) J24(2),77-79
AUSTRIA WINTER OLYMPIC CANCELLATION J27(5),171
C.R.A.B.S.(EVERETT) J20(2),61-62
COLOR XEROGRAPHY HELPS ME WITH MY OLYMPIC COLLECTION (CHRISTIANSON) J20(2),33-35,37-41
EIGHTH BRITISH EMPIRE AND COMMONWEALTH GAMES(LA PORTA) J5(8),1-6
THE FUNS IN THE CHASE(SEEBAECHER) J6(1-2),1-7
HB - COMPLEMENTARY S2(4),5
INFOSWAP #Q-23 S1(3),10; #A-23 S1(3),10
NEW ISSUE COLUMN(SCHIRMER) J17(3),84-86
OLYMPIAN J16(8),10
OLYMPIC POSTAL STATIONERY(BLOOMFIELD) J11(4),5,8; J11(5),1-3; J12(4),1-3
OLYMPIC POSTAL STATIONERY(HAMMOND) J16(4),87-92; J17(1),8-17
OLYMPIC SIGNATURES FROM THE EDWARD B. EPSTEIN COLLECTION J19(5),153-157; J23(5),177-179
OLYMPIC STAMPS DISTRIBUTION J18(6),169
SASCAL S2(J14),191
THE SEVENTH BRITISH EMPIRE AND COMMONWEALTH GAMES(JEGER) J18(1),4-9

AEROMODELISM
SPORTS POSTMARKS FROM ARGENTINA 1967-1968(WYSLOTSKY) J14(1),11-12

AERONAUTICS
SPORTS POSTMARKS FROM ARGENTINA 1967-1968(WYSLOTSKY) J14(1),11-12

AFARS AND ISSAS, FRENCH TERRITORY OF
NEW ISSUE COLUMN(B. WILLIAMS) J9(1),27-29

AFFILIATES (SEE SPI SECTION: NEWS OF MEMBERS AND AFFILIATES)

AFGHANISTAN
1962 SPORTS STAMPS NOT LISTED IN SCOTT(HUGHES) J11(11),14-16
RECENT SPORTS STAMPS NOT LISTED IN "SCOTT"(HUGHES) J4(8),1-4
SERVICES J4(2),8-9
AFGHANISTAN #452 (1957) - GAME OF BUZKASHI
KNOWLEDGE #Q-31 J14(5),5-6; #A-31 J14(6),12; J15(1),18-19
AFGHANISTAN #482 (1960) - BUZKASHI
KNOWLEDGE #Q-31 J14(5),5-6; #A-31 J14(6),12; J15(1),18-19
AFGHANISTAN #483 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES OVERPRINT
KNOWLEDGE #Q-31 J14(5),5-6; #A-31 J14(6),12; J15(1),18-19
AFGHANISTAN #575-577 (1962) - ATHLETES WITH FLAG
THE PHILATELIC MARKET J1(4),10
AFGHANISTAN #599-603 (1962) - ASIAN GAMES
1962 SPORTS STAMPS NOT LISTED IN SCOTT(HUGHES) J11(11),14-16
AFGHANISTAN #B17-18 (1958) - SWIMMING POOL AND CHILDREN
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT(FARR) J3(10),3-4
AFGHANISTAN #C17-22 (1962) - SPORTS
OLYMPIC STAMPS NOT LISTED IN SCOTT(HUGHES) J11(11),14-16
AFGHANISTAN #MIN756 (1963) - ASIATIC GAMES
TENNIS PHILATELY(SCHEETZ) J17(6),173-180
AFGHANISTAN #SG749-755; #YT741-749; #PA48-49; #BF40-41 (1963) - GAMES OF NEW EMERGING FORCES
RECENT SPORTS STAMPS NOT LISTED IN "SCOTT"(HUGHES) J4(8),1-4
AFGHANISTAN #SG783-787 (1964) - BOY AND GIRL SCOUTS
RECENT SPORTS STAMPS NOT LISTED IN "SCOTT"(HUGHES) J4(8),1-4
AFGHANISTAN #SG792-794 (1964) - GIRL SCOUTS
RECENT SPORTS STAMPS NOT LISTED IN "SCOTT"(HUGHES) J4(8),1-4
AFGHANISTAN #SG795-801 (1964) - CHILDREN PLAYING
RECENT SPORTS STAMPS NOT LISTED IN "SCOTT"(HUGHES) J4(8),1-4

AFRICA
BASKETBALL PHILATELIC NEWS - A REVIEW(WEIHRAUCH) J28(1),15-16
AFRICAN FOOTBALL CUP (SOCCER) THE ETHIOPIAN VICTORY IN THE 1960 OLYMPIC MARATHON(BLOOMFIELD) J18(6),1-4
FIRST SPORTS OF ETHIOPIA S2(6),3
NEW ISSUE COLUMN(B. WILLIAMS) J10(4),11-12
AFRICAN FRIENDSHIP GAMES
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS #Q-4 J11(11),7; #A-4 J2(1),7; #Q-5 J11(11),7; #A-5 J2(1),7

AFRICAN GAMES
NEW ISSUES CALENDAR(B. WILLIAMS) J4(1),8,13
AFRICAN SOCCER CUP
NEW ISSUES CALENDAR(B. WILLIAMS) J4(5),9-10

AFRO-ASIAN FESTIVAL
OLYMPIAN J2(1),15

AGASSI, ANDRE (USA - TENNIS)
PETE SAMPRAS - NEW U.S. TENNIS STAR(WEIHRAUCH) J29(6A),8
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AGIAS BY LYSIPPAS

AGIAS BY LYSIPPAS

AGIAS BY LYSIPPAS

AGIAS BY LYSIPPAS
THE MOST LASTING MONUMENTS ARE THE PAPER MONUMENTS - CHARIOOTEER OF DELPHI

SPORT AND PHILATELY (LINDEMANN) J29(3),21-25

SESCAL CACHETS TO SALUTE OLYMPICS J20(2),45

INFOSWAP #Q-10 S1(1),6

COINS ON SPORTS STAMPS J6(3-4),22

CHAMMARTIN, HENRI (SWITZERLAND - EQUESTRIAN)

CHAMBERLAIN, ANN (NEW ZEALAND - TRACK)

ISSUED (HUGHES) J6(3-4),3-5

CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS FOR WHICH STAMPS WERE ISSUED (HUGHES) J6(3-4),3-5

FIRST CENTRAL AMERICAN GAMES J11(3),15

1970 NON-SCOTT LISTED STAMPS J10(2),19

1970 U.S. HAND CANCELS (NAGEL & SODELIND) J23(5),161-163,164-168; J23(6),221-226

1971 ISSUES - NON-SCOTT LISTED J11(3),15

1972 ADDITIONS TO SOCCER STAMPS J11(6),12

1973 U.S. SPORTS MACHINE CANCELS(SAGEL) J22(6),198-199

1984 OLYMPIC METER(S) (NAGEL & SODELIND) J23(1),14-18

1990 COMMONWEALTH GAMES, AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND(VINCENT) J28(6),209,210

ADDENDA OF 1960 SCOUTING ISSUES NOT PREVIOUSLY RECORDED S1(5),15-16

ALPHABETICAL CHECKLIST OF TENNIS ON STAMPS(YERKES) J12(2),1-4

THE AMERICAN PHILATELIC RESEARCH LIBRARY J28(5),5-8

GREEK BULL-LEAPING - FACT OR MYTH? (FARR) J1(2),1-4

THE BASKETBALL HALL OF FAME S1(5),11

THE ORIGIN OF SOCCER (LANDY) J4(3),1-4

NICARAGUA. FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME WORLD POLL J8(9-10),16A+

THE ORIGIN OF SOCCER (LANDY) J4(3),1-4

MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J2(10),4-7

CHAVEZ, MIGUEL DELGADO (MEXICO - POSTAL OFFICIAL)

MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS HUGHES J2(10),4-7

CHAVEZ, MIGUEL DELGADO (MEXICO - POSTAL OFFICIAL)

PHOTOGRAPH J9(2),5

CHAVEZ, MIGUEL DELGADO (MEXICO - POSTAL OFFICIAL)

MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J2(10),4-7

CHAVEZ, MIGUEL DELGADO (MEXICO - POSTAL OFFICIAL)

PHOTOGRAPH J9(2),5
FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA #C42 (1955) - PANTHEON
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT(FARR) J2(12),11-12

FRENCH POLYNESIA
NEW ISSUE COLUMN(B. WILLIAMS) J9(6),23-27
THE SOUTH PACIFIC GAMES(VINCENT) J26(3),93-99

FRENCH POLYNESIA #C32 (1964) - MOOREA SCENE
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS #2-43 J4(5),8-9

FRENCH POLYNESIA #C77 (1971) - TENNIS
TENNIS PHILATELY(SCHEETZ) J17(6),173-180; J20(6),161-163,165

FRENCH POLYNESIA #C119 (1975) - SOUTH PACIFIC GAMES, SWIMMING
COMPETITIVE SWIMMING ON POSTAGE STAMPS(TOMKINS) J24(4),152-162

FRENCH WEST AFRICA
NOTES [ABOUT JUNE 1962 ARTICLES(SEEBACHER) S2(12),4

FRENCH WEST AFRICA [SENEGAL] #202-206 (1961) - NATIVE ACTIVITIES
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT(FARR) J2(12),11-12

FRENCH WEST AFRICA #C27a (1958) - BAY OF N’GOR SHEET
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT(FARR) J3(10),3-4
THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF GOLF IN PHILATELICALLY(AULBACH) J6(9-10),1-4

FREY, KONRAD (GERMANY - GYMNASTICS)
OLYMPIC SIGNATURES FROM THE EDWARD B. EPSTEIN COLLECTION J14(4),101-108

FRIENDSHIP GAMES (SEE AFRICAN FRIENDSHIP GAMES; INTERNATIONAL FRIENDSHIP GAMES)

FRIGERIO, UGO (ITALY - WALKING)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J3(1),3-6

FRIMAN, Oskari (FINLAND - WRESTLING)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J3(1),3-6

FRISCH, FRANK (USA - BASEBALL)
AUTOGRAPHED SPORTS MATERIAL(SEEBACHER) J3(7),1-2

FROG OLYMPICS
THE FROG OLYMPICS(SCHIRMER) J17(4),116

FROLIAN, ISOLDE (GERMANY - GYMNASTICS)

FRONTENNIS
BLEACHER TALK S1(9),4

FRONTENNIS
MEXICO'S EIGHTY CENTAVOS AIR MAIL(SUZAN) J2(14),124-126

FUGNER, JINDRICH (CZECHOSLOVAKIA - SOKOL)

FURUKAWA, MASURA (JAPAN - SWIMMING)
COMPETITIVE SWIMMING ON POSTAGE STAMPS(TOMKINS) J24(4),152-162

FURNESS, BRUCE (USA - SWIMMING)
COMPETITIVE SWIMMING ON POSTAGE STAMPS(TOMKINS) J24(4),152-162

FURNESS, HARRY (GREAT BRITAIN - ARTIST)
CRICKET AND PHILATELY:  BEHIND THE SCENES - GREECE(M. JONES) J16(5),131-134

FURUKAWA, MASURA (JAPAN - SWIMMING)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J8(9-10),1-2,4-5

GABON #C3 (1969) - OLYMPIC GAMES
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT(FARR) J2(12),11-12

GABOR, TAMAS (HUNGARY - FENCING)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J8(9-10),1-2,4-5

GAELIC ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
FIELD HOCKEY FEATURED ON WORLD-WIDE STAMPS(LEONARD) J4(10),1-3
HOCKEY AND RELATED STICK AND BALL TEAM GAMES ON STAMPS J13(3),5-6
HURLING A1(4),4-5

GAELIC FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION
HURLING A1(4),4-5

GALLAHER, DAVE (NEW ZEALAND - RUGBY)
NEW ZEALAND:  1905 RUGBY PICTURE POSTCARD(VINCENT) J22(4),113-114

GALLARDO, JOSE (SPAIN - GOLF)
PHILATELIC COLLECTION RECORDS FOR WORLD CUP CHAMPIONSHIPS (VIDAURRI) J20(5),129-131

GALLAUDET COLLEGE FOR DEAF
* OLE JIM* ALUMNI HOUSE(PODOLSKY) J21(1),22

GAMBA
AMERICA'S CUP FINALLY COMES OF PHILATELIC AGE(REISS) J25(5),173-175,177,197

GAME, CLARENCE (USA - TENNIS)
THE TENNIS COMPETITIONS OF THE 1904 OLYMPICS(WEIHRAUCH) J29(4),25

GAMES OF SMALL STATES OF EUROPE
THE GAMES OF THE SMALL STATES OF EUROPE(CALENDA) J26(4),148-152
OLYMPIC NOTES(PODOLSKY) J26(1),29-32

GANEF GAMES
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS #Q-120 J5(9),7; #Q-124 J5(10),18-19

GANN (ETHELIC HOYCKEY)
THE ETHIOPIAN VICTORY IN THE 1960 OLYMPIC MARATHON(BLOOMFIELD) J16(1),4-6
FIELD HOCKEY FEATURED ON WORLD-WIDE STAMPS(LEONARD) J4(10),1-3
FIRST SPORTS OF ETHIOPIA S2(6),3
HOCKEY AND RELATED STICK AND BALL TEAM GAMES ON STAMPS J13(3),5-6
REVIEW OF THE 1962 SEASON IN THE "PHILATELIC SPORTS LEAGUE" (HUGHES) J1(8),11-12

GARCIA, BILL (USA - MARATHON)
FURTHER COMMENTS ON OLYMPIC MARATHONS(BLOOMFIELD) J17(7),7-9

GARDNER, RANDY (USA - FIGURE SKATING)
OLYMPIC SIGNATURES FROM THE EDWARD B. EPSTEIN COLLECTION J2(5),150-151

GARDEJ, PRODAN (BULGARIA - WRESTLING)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J5(8),6-7

GARRETT, ROBERT (USA - DISCUS)
DI D YOU KNOW(HUGHES) J7(7-8),11,12; J7(9-10),8

GARRISON, ZINA (USA - TENNIS)
TENNIS AT SEOUL - AND THE FLOOD OF TENNIS STAMPS(WEIHRAUCH) J7(4),153-155

GARVEY, STEVE (USA - BASEBALL)

GAST, MARGARET (USA - BICYCLING)
AMERICAN BICYCLE HALL OF FAME(GEIST) J8(1-2),9-10

GATES, WILLIAM "POPS" (USA - BASKETBALL)
NAISMITH MEMORIAL BASKETBALL HALL OF FAME, SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS J27(6),215

GEESINK, ANTONIUS (NETHERLANDS - JUDO)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J7(5-6),11

GEHRIG, HENRY LOUIS "LOU" (USA - BASEBALL)
1985 BASEBALL CANCELS(RUSHEFSKY) J24(5),177-179,181-184
1989 U.S. BASEBALL POSTMARKS(RUSHEFSKY) J28(6),211-222; J29(2),17-20; J29(3),17-20
AUTOGRAPHED SPORTS MATERIAL(SEEBACHER) J3(7),1-2

GEHRINGER, CHARLEY (USA - BASEBALL)
AUTOGRAPHED SPORTS MATERIAL(SEEBACHER) J3(7),1-2

GEIST, ROLAND C. (USA - HIGH SCHOOL CLUB LEADER)
COMBINING SPORTS AND STAMP COLLECTING(BRUCE) J2(2),11

GENTER, STEVEN (USA - SWIMMING)
COMPETITIVE SWIMMING ON POSTAGE STAMPS(TOMKINS) J24(4),152-162

GENTO, FRANCESCO (SPAIN - SOCCER)
THE ORIGIN OF SOCCER(LANDY) J4(3),1-4

GEOGR, JAMES (AUSTRALIA - WEIGHTLIFTING)
OLYMPIC SIGNATURES FROM THE EDWARD B. EPSTEIN COLLECTION J25(6),234-235

GEORGE, JAMES (AUSTRALIA - WEIGHTLIFTING)
OLYMPIC SIGNATURES FROM THE EDWARD B. EPSTEIN COLLECTION J25(6),234-235

GEORGE I, KING OF GREECE
100TH WENLOCK OLYMPIC GAMES 1986(WILCOCK) J24(6),214
SPORT STAMPS:  BEHIND THE SCENES - GREECE(M. JONES) J16(5),131-134

GEORGE V, KING (ENGLAND - YACHT OWNER)
"SAILING...SAILING....." S2(7),4-5

GERRYCH, ALADAR (HUNGARY - FENCING)
MATCHBOX LABELS(HUGHES) J7(7-8),1-8

GERMAN DERBY (SEE BLUE RIBBON HORSE RACES)

GERMAN GRAND PRIX (SEE NURBURGRING AUTO RACES)

GERMAN GRAND PRIX (SEE NURBURGRING AUTO RACES)
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J3(2), 13-14

GERMANY #813-816 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES

GERMANY #742 (1956) - OLYMPIC GAMES

PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J3(2), 13-14
GREECE #641 (1959) - LYMPH ARETHUSA AND CHARIOT
COINS ON SPORTS STAMPS  J6(3-4),22

GREECE #653 (1959) - THEATER, DELPHI
A SPORTS COLLECTOR VISITS OLYMPIA(NORGARD)  J5(9),9-10

GREECE #669-676 (1960) - BOY SCOUTS
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT(FARR)  J4(1),6-7

GREECE #677-678 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES
THE 1960 GREEK OLYMPIC SET(HUGHES)  S2(9),8-9
OFFICIAL FIGURES(DROSSOS)  S2(9),9
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT(PARR)  J2(3),10-12; J3(7),11; J4(8),4-5

GREECE #678 (1960) - LIGHTING OLYMPIC FLAME
THE OLYMPIC TORCH AND THE OLYMPIC FLAME(LAND)  J1(1),4-7

GREECE #680 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES, BOY CUTTING OLIVE BRANCHES
OLYMPIANA  J2(2),6-7

GREECE #681 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES, JUDGE ENTERING STADIUM
KNOWLEDGE  #Q-73 J18(5),146-146; #A-73 J19(5),149

GREECE #686 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES, CROWNING THE VICTOR
OLYMPIANA  J2(2),6-7

GREECE #690 (1961) - OLYMPIC GAMES, CONSTANTINE AND YACHT
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES)  J2(10),4-7
THE PENTATHLON, ETC.(TUCKER)  S1(11),20-21
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT(PARR)  J1(11),12-14; J1(12),11-13; J4(7),1-3
“SAILING. SAILING....”  S2(7),4-5

GREECE #693 (1961) - OLYMPIC GAMES, HYDRA HARBOUR
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS  #Q-36 J4(3),6-7; #A-36 J4(8),9

GREECE #697 (1961) - TOURISM, DELPHI
A SPORTS COLLECTOR VISITS OLYMPIA(NORGARD)  J5(9),9-10

GREECE #701 (1961) - TOURISM, TEMPLE OFPOSEIDON
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS  #Q-36 J4(3),6-7; #A-36 J4(8),9

GREECE #703 (1961) - TOURISM, DELPHI
A SPORTS COLLECTOR VISITS OLYMPIA(NORGARD)  J5(9),9-10

GREECE #706 (1961) - TOURISM, SANTORINI
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS  #Q-36 J4(3),6-7; #A-36 J4(8),9

GREECE #812 (1964) - OLYMPIC GAMES, APOLLO
A SPORTS COLLECTOR VISITS OLYMPIA(NORGARD)  J5(9),9-10

GREECE #856 (1967) - OLYMPIC GAMES DAY
OLYMPIA(TURNER)  J6(4-6),18

GREECE #890 (1967) - INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY, OLYMPIA
THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC ACADEMY(M.I.O.C. BULLETIN)  J6(1-2),18
KNOWLEDGE  #Q-79 J19(4),121-122; #A-79 J21(3),74-75; J21(4),116-117

GREECE #897 (1967) - TRAINING SHIP
SAIL TRAINING RACES(REISS)  J18(4),101-103

GREECE #913 (1968) - OLYMPIC DAY
OLYMPIA(TURNER)  J6(5-6),18

GREECE #934 (1968) - OLYMPIC GAMES, PINDAR AND OLYMPIC ODE
ANOTHER OLYMPIC VARIETY(SCHIRMER)  J6(2),52
KNOWLEDGE  #Q-12 J13(6),13-16; #A-12 J13(6),13-16

GREECE #1026/1028 (1971) - DE COUBERTIN
KNOWLEDGE  #Q-79 J19(4),121-122; #A-79 J21(3),74-75; J21(4),118-119

GREECE #1027 (1971) - SPYRIDON LOUIS, MARATHON
KNOWLEDGE  #Q-70 J18(1),5-6; #A-70 J18(6),158-159

GREECE #1253-1254 (1978) - INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE
IOC CONGRESSES AND SESSIONS(FORETTI)  J29(1),5-9

GREECE #1388-1389 (1981) - EUROPEAN ATLHLETIC CHAMPIONSHIPS
THE EUROPEAN ATHLETIC CHAMPIONSHIPS(KIRIAKOS)  J19(6),165

GREECE #1591-1593 (1987) - EUROPEAN BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
XXV EUROPEAN MEN'S BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS  J26(1),20-21

GREECE #1598 (1987) - EUROPEAN BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
XXV EUROPEAN MEN'S BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS  J26(1),20-21

GREECE #1625 (1988) - OLYMPIC GAMES, CENTENARY EMBLEM
ATLANTA GET'S 96 CENTENNIAL OLYMPICS(MAESTRONE)  J29(2),26-28

GREECE #1653-1656 (1989) - MODERN OLYMPIC GAMES CENTENARY
ATLANTA GET'S 96 CENTENNIAL OLYMPICS(MAESTRONE)  J29(2),26-28

GREECE #1700-1704 (1990) - 1996 OLYMPIC GAMES
ATLANTA GET'S 96 CENTENNIAL OLYMPICS(MAESTRONE)  J29(2),26-28

GREECE #1751 (1994) - OLYMPIC GAMES
THE 1996 GREEK OLYMPIC SET(HUGHES)  J29(1),13-16

GREECE #1780 (1996) - ATLANTA 96 OLYMPIC GAMES
ATLANTA GET'S 96 CENTENNIAL OLYMPICS(MAESTRONE)  J29(2),26-28

GREECE #1891 (1997) - OLYMPIC GAMES
THE 1996 GREEK OLYMPIC SET(HUGHES)  J29(1),13-16

GREECE #1918 (1998) - OLYMPIC GAMES
THE 1996 GREEK OLYMPIC SET(HUGHES)  J29(1),13-16

GREECE #1929-1932 (1999) - OLYMPIC GAMES
THE 1996 GREEK OLYMPIC SET(HUGHES)  J29(1),13-16

GREECE #1952 (2000) - OLYMPIC GAMES
THE 1996 GREEK OLYMPIC SET(HUGHES)  J29(1),13-16
INDOCHINA #241-242 (1944) - ATHLETES GIVING OLYMPIC SALUTE
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS #Q-67 J4(9),6; #Q-69 J4(11),9
SPORTSMART S19(9),14

INDO-CHINESE YOUTH GAMES
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS #Q-67 J4(9),6; #Q-69 J4(11),9

INDONESIA
BADMINTON POSTMARKS(HAGGETT) J15(1),1-3; 3-5-7
CLAY COURT CANCELS(YERKES) J14(1),1-3; 5-7
THE HANDBOOK OF TENNIS POSTMARKS(YERKES) J23(1),31-38
TENNIS AT SEOUL - AND THE FLOOD OF TENNIS STAMPS(WHEIR-HAUCH) J27(4),153-155

INDONESIA #559 (1961) - TOURISM, BULL RACE
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT(FARR) J4(11),9-10

INDONESIA #516A (1961) - SOUVENIR SHEET WITH #509, BULL RACE
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT(FARR) J4(11),9-10

INDONESIA #517-519 (1961) - WORLD BADMINTON CHAMPIONSHIP
BADMINTON POSTMARKS(HAGGETT) J15(1),1-3; 3-5-7

INDONESIA #550 (1962) - ASIAN GAMES, BASKETBALL
FIELD HOCKEY FEATURED ON WORLD-WIDE STAMPS(LEONARD) J4(10),1-3

INDONESIA #567 (1962) - ASIAN GAMES, HOCKEY
HOCKEY ON STAMPS(MALHERBE) J13(2),1-3

INDONESIA #570 (1964) - ASIAN GAMES, TENNIS
TENNIS PHILATELY(SCHEETZ) J13(2),1-3

INDONESIA #587-839 (1973) - ASIATIC OLYMPIC GAMES
OLYMPIANA J2(11),15

INDONESIA #63-67 (1951) - NATIONAL GAMES
KNOWLEDGE #Q-23 J21(3),105-106; #A-23 J16(3),76
OLYMPIANA J2(11),15

INDONESIA #812-125 (1960) - ALL-INDONESIA YOUTH CONGRESS
OLYMPIANA J2(11),15

INDONESIAN NATIONAL GAMES
OLYMPIANA J2(11),15

INFORMATION NEEDED
CAN YOU HELP? J1(6),21

EDITORIAL COMMENT J1(7),2

VIGNETTES (SEALS AND LABELS) FOR THE IX OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES.
INNSBRUCK(BLOOMFIELD) J2(8),4-5

INOUE, (JAPAN - BICYCLING)

INSURANCE
THE STAMP INSURANCE QUESTION(PRITCHARD) J3(2),5-6

INTER-ALLIED GAMES
HELP WANTED(PODOLSKY) J2(4),114-115
INTER-ALLIED GAMES OF 1919(SCHEFFEL) J22(2),41-43,45-49

INTERCONTINENTAL BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
THIRD INTERCONTINENTAL BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP(CURTIS) J6(5-6),19

INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTICAL SALON
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS #Q-103 J5(6),10

INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOBILE AND MOTORCYCLE RACES
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS FOR WHICH STAMPS WERE
ISSUED(HUGHES) J6(3-4),3-5

INTERNATIONAL BADMINTON CHAMPIONSHIPS
BADMINTON POSTMARKS(HAGGETT) J15(1),1-3; 3-5-7

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION [I.B.M.]

KNOWLEDGE #Q-103 J5(6),10

INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, ACROPOLIS
IOC CONGRESSES AND SESSIONS(FIORETTI) J20(1),5-9

INDIANA STAMP CLUB
INDY 500 RACE J13(6),19

AMERICAN STAMP CLUB
CURRENT INDIANAPOLIS SPEEDWAY COVER J2(11),11
INDIANAPOLIS 1962 "500" FESTIVAL COVER(WALL) J1(11),10
INDY 500 RACE J13(6),19

SPORTS INFO PLEASE! S1(2),9

INDICIA
THE SPORTS ARENA(MAESTRONE) J29(1),3-4
ITALIAN COLONIES #46-50 (1934) - WORLD SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP
THE JULES RIMET WORLD CUP STAMPS
J2(3),1-5

ITALY
2ND WORLD CUP CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS
A1(2),3-5
1986 SPORTS SLOGANS METER OF SAN MARINO - FOLLOW UP (DENGEL)
J6(2),79
CANDIDATE CITIES FOR FUTURE OLYMPICS (NAGEL) J2(4),3-10
"CENTRO INTERNAZIONALE DI FILATELIA SPORTIVA" (BRUCI) J5(5),8
CLAY COURT CANCELS (YERKES) J4(1),3-5,6; J18(2),56-58; J20(3),7-11; J21(4),97-101
COMMEMORATIVE STAMP SET - XIII EUROPEAN ATHLETIC CHAMPIONSHIPS
ej1(11),29-30

ITALY #584 (1951) - ITALIAN TOURING CLUB, AUTOMOBILE AND CYCLIST
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS #Q-107 J5(6),10

ITALY #570 (1951) - INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION

ITALY #574-576 (1951) - INTERNATIONAL GYMNASTIC FESTIVAL AND MEET
KNOWLEDGE #Q-88 J2(11),18; #A-88 J2(11),18

ITALY #584 (1951) - WORLD CYCLE CHAMPIONSHIPS

ITALY #599 (1952) - INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF SPORTS STAMPS
KNOWLEDGE #Q-58 J17(1),8-9; #A-58 J18(2),70

ITALY #600 (1952) - MILAN TRADE FAIR, SAILBOAT AND MOTORBOAT

ITALY #610 (1952) - NATIONAL EXHIBITION OF ALPINE TROOPS

ITALY #611 (1952) - AVIATION

ITALY #622 (1953) - 1,000-MILE AUTO RACE

ITALY #657 (1954) - ITALIAN TOURING CLUB, AUTOMOBILE AND CYCLIST
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS #Q-115 J5(9),17

ITALY #705-708 (1956) - OLYMPIC GAMES

ITALY #777-779 (1959) - OLYMPIC GAMES, RUINS OF BASILICA OF MASSENTIUS

ITALY #802 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES, VELODROME

ITALY #873 (1963) - ITALIAN ALPINE CLUB

ITALY #958-960 (1967) - BICYCLE TOUR OF ITALY

ITALY #1007-1008 (1970) - WORLD ALPINE SKI CHAMPIONSHIPS

ITALY #1017 (1976) - WORLD ATHLETICS CHAMPIONSHIPS

ITALY #1049 (1933) - TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT, ROME - CHICAGO

ITALY #1260 (1934) - WORLD SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIPS

ITALY #1306-309 (1933) - INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY GAMES

ITALY #1324-328 (1934) - WORLD SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIPS

ITALY #1342-344 (1935) - UNIVERSITY CONTESTS

ITALY #1345-348 (1935) - INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTICAL SALON

ITALY #1570 (1951) - INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION

ITALY #1574-576 (1951) - INTERNATIONAL GYMNASTIC FESTIVAL AND MEET
KNOWLEDGE #Q-88 J2(11),18; #A-88 J2(11),18

ITALY #1595 (1951) - WORLD CYCLE CHAMPIONSHIPS

ITALY #1599 (1952) - INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF SPORTS STAMPS
MARATHON
THE 1904 OLYMPICS: A STUDY OF CONTEMPORARY NEWS SOURCES (CRAWFORD) J29(4),3-7
1993 U.S. SPORT HANDCANCELS/INSEL & SODERLUND J23(3),161-163,164-168
ADDITIONAL NOTES ON BEKELE ABEBE AND MARATHON RACES (BLOOMFIELD) J11(1),17
CANADA'S SPORTS STAMPS/TISSINGTON J25(4),125-127,128-131
CZECHOSLOVAKIA/LACKO J25(3),96-97
THE ETHIOPIAN VICTORY IN THE 1960 OLYMPIC MARATHON (BLOOMFIELD) J16(1),1-4
FIRST SPORTS OF ETHIOPIA S2(6),3
FURTHER COMMENTS ON OLYMPIC MARATHONS/BLOOMFIELD J17(7),7-9
INFOSWAP JQ-10 S11(6), J6-10 S18(12)
KNOWLEDGE JQ-4 J13(3),9-10; JQ-7 J18(4),5-6; JQ-7 J18(6),158-159
MATCHBOX LABELS/HUGHES J17(7),7-9
METERS CHRONICLE THE OLYMPICS/PODOLSKY J24(2),62-63
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS/HUGHES J3(7),4-8; J3(8),1-4; J3(3),1-3; J3(6),11
NEW ISSUES CALENDAR/B. WILLIAMS J5(9),16-17
NEW ISSUES COLUMN/B. WILLIAMS J10(2),13-15
OLYMPIC NOTES/PODOLSKY J26(1),25-32
OLYMPIC SIGNATURES FROM THE EDMUND B. EPSTEIN COLLECTION J19(4),101-108
MARBLE PLAYING KNOWLEDGE JQ-80 J19(4),121-122
MARCELLOS, GEORGE (GREECE - HURDLES) THE TOKYO OLYMPIC TORCH RELAY/BLOOMFIELD J4(6),1-4
MARCER, GASTON (FRANCE - ROWING) OLYMPIANA/WASSERMANN J7(7)-8,9
MARIANO, CIPRIANO (BICYCLE) 1904 OLYMPIC RESOURCES/BOWMAN J29(4),20-22
MARTIN, NESTOR (ARGENTINA - ARTIST) MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS/HUGHES J16(6),149-160
MAYERS, ED (USA - BASEBALL) MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS/HUGHES J19(4),101-108
MAYHEW, K. K. (SOUTH AFRICA - MARATHON) WORST GERMANY J19(3),75-82
MAXIMAPHILY (SEE CARDS, MAXIMUM) 1962 SPORTS STAMPS NOT LISTED IN SCOTT/HUGHES J11(11),14-16
MAYS, WILLIE (USA - BASEBALL) 1962 SPORTS STAMPS NOT LISTED IN SCOTT/HUGHES J11(11),14-16
MAYOR, CHARLES (ENGLAND - SOCCER) 1904 OLYMPIC RESOURCES/BOWMAN J29(4),20-22
MC CANDLESS, JAKE (USA - FOOTBALL) MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS/HUGHES J19(4),101-108
MC COOL, FIN (IRELAND - HURLING FOUNDER) HURLING J1(1),4-5
MC CORNICK, PATRICIA K. (USA - DIVING) MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS/HUGHES J24(4),1-5
MC COWEN, WILLIS (USA - BASEBALL) OLYMPIC SIGNATURES FROM THE EDMUND B. EPSTEIN COLLECTION J19(4),101-108
MC DERMOTT, BOBBY (USA - BASEBALL) "A WOMAN IS ONLY A WOMAN..." - UNLESS SHE'S AN OLYMPIAN! J1(3),8-10
MC DERMOTT, BOBBY (USA - BASEBALL) NAISMITH MEMORIAL BASKETBALL HALL OF FAME, SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS J26(6),222
POLAND #235 (1935) - MORSKIE OKO, "EYE OF THE SEA"
A POLISH SET THAT DID NOT PLEASE EVERYBODY (NEGUS) J15(2),50-51

POLAND #306-307 (1936) - GORDON-BENNERT INTERNATIONAL BALLOON RACE
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS FOR WHICH STAMPS WERE ISSUED (HUGHES) J6(3-4),3-5

POLAND #335-338 (1939) - INTERNATIONAL SKI MEET
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS FOR WHICH STAMPS WERE ISSUED (HUGHES) J6(3-4),3-5

A POLISH SET THAT DID NOT PLEASE EVERYBODY (NEGUS) J15(2),50-51

POLAND #419 (1948) - INTERNATIONAL BICYCLE PEACE RACE
THE CASES OF THE "DIRTY DOZEN". LEFT-OVERS (WASSERMAN) J5(11-12),9-10
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J5(6),10,15

PRAGUE - BERLIN - WARSAW BICYCLE RACES (LACKO) J7(9-10),9-10

POLAND #420-422 (1948) - POLISH MERCHANT MARINE
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J2(5),11

POLAND #422 (1948) - RACING YACHT "GEN. MARIUSZ ZARUSKI"
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS #2-71 J4(11),9

POLAND #423-425 (1948) - CIRCUIT OF POLAND BICYCLE RACE
THE CASES OF THE "DIRTY DOZEN". LEFT-OVERS (WASSERMAN) J5(11-12),9-10

POLAND #557 (1952) - AVIATION DAY, PARACHUTE DESCENT
THE LONG LEAP - SKY DIVING (LA PORTA) J7(3-4),3-6

POLAND #602-604 (1953) - WINTER SPORTS
KNOWLEDGE #Q-20 J13(6),13-16; #A-20 J13(6),13-16

POLAND #609 (1953) - MORSKIE OKO, TATRA MOUNTAINS
A POLISH SET THAT DID NOT PLEASE EVERYBODY (NEGUS) J15(2),50-51

POLAND #680-681 (1955) - INTERNATIONAL PEACE BICYCLE RACE
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J5(6),10,15

POLAND #693-694 (1955) - INTERNATIONAL MOTORCYCLE RACE
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J5(6),10,15

POLAND #699-704 (1955) - INTERNATIONAL YOUTH GAMES
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J5(6),10,15

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS #2-11 J1(11),7; #A-11 J4(4),6

POLAND #717-718 (1956) - CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE DEAF AND DUMB
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J5(6),10,15

POLAND #724-726 (1956) - WORLD STUDENTS WINTER SPORT CHAMPIONSHIPS
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J5(6),10,15

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS #2-137 J6(7),8-9

POLAND #727-728 (1956) - INTERNATIONAL PEACE BICYCLE RACE
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J5(6),10,15

POLAND #729-732 (1956) - TOURISM
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J5(6),10,15

POLAND #750-756 (1956) - OLYMPIC GAMES
KNOWLEDGE #Q-33 J14(5),3-6

PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J2(8),4-5; J5(6),10,15

POLAND #751 (1956) - OLYMPIC GAMES, BOXING
WHADDA YA KNOW? (SEEBACHER) S1(9),5-6

POLAND #754 (1956) - OLYMPIC GAMES, JAVELIN
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALLISTS ON STAMPS (HUGHES) J3(4),3-6

PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J5(6),10,15

POLAND #756 (1956) - OLYMPIC GAMES, LONG JUMP
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALLISTS ON STAMPS (HUGHES) J3(2),3-6

POLAND #758-760 (1957) - SKIING
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J5(6),10,15

POLAND #764-765 (1957) - ANNIVERSARY OF DEATHS OF SKIERS BRONISLAW CZECH AND HANNA MARUSZARZOWNA
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J5(6),10,15

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS #2-87 J5(2),10

POLAND #766-768 (1957) - WORLD YOUTH FENCING CHAMPIONSHIPS
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J3(4),10-12; J5(6),10,15

POLAND #777-778 (1957) - INTERNATIONAL PEACE BICYCLE RACE
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J3(4),10-12; J5(6),10,15

POLAND #914 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES, DISCUS
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALLISTS ON STAMPS (HUGHES) J3(2),3-6

POLAND #915 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES, RUNNING
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALLISTS ON STAMPS (HUGHES) J3(3),2-5

POLAND #916 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES, BICYCLING
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALLISTS ON STAMPS (HUGHES) J3(3),2-5

POLAND #918 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES, TRAMPETERS
KNOWLEDGE #Q-33 J14(5),5-6; #A-32 J15(11),19-19

MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALLISTS ON STAMPS (HUGHES) J3(8),1-4

KNOWLEDGE #Q-109 J24(6),240-241; #A-109 J24(6),240-241

KNOWLEDGE #Q-32 J14(5),5-6; #A-32 J15(11),19-19

MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALLISTS ON STAMPS (HUGHES) J3(11-12),16-17
POLAND #919 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES, BOXING
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J2(10),4-7

POLAND #921 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES, WOMAN JUMPER
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J3(3),2-5

POLAND #1006-1008 (1961) - EUROPEAN CANOE CHAMPIONSHIPS
CANOE SPORTS ON STAMPS(VESTER) J3(9),1-3

POLAND #1008-1103 (1962) - ANNIVERSARY OF DEATH OF DR. JANUSZ KORCZAK
POLAND'S JANUSZ KORCZAK J6(4),14-15

POLAND #1159-1165 (1963) - EUROPEAN MEN'S BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
THE 1963 POLISH BASKETBALL ISSUE(BRUCE) J2(7),1-3
BASKETBALL AND THE 1963 EUROPEAN SPORT STAMP EXHIBITION(RAYAL DE RAGAN) J2(8),1-4

POLAND #1213 (1964) - "DAR POMORZAL," SCHOOL SHIP
SAIL TRAINING RACES(REISS) J16(4),101-103

POLAND #1355 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, WEIGHTLIFTING
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J5(3),1-3, J6(1-2),16-18

POLAND #1356 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, BOXING
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J5(9),15-16, J5(10),15-18

POLAND #1357 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, RELAY RACE, MEN
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J8(10),1-2,4-5

POLAND #1358 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, FENCING
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J5(6),7-7, J5(11-12),4-6

POLAND #1359 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, HURDLES
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J5(6),3-4

POLAND #1360 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, RELAY RACE, WOMEN
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J8(10),1-2,4-5

POLAND #1361 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, TRIPLE JUMP
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J6(1-2),16-18

POLAND #1362 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, VOLLEYBALL
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J8(9-10),1-2,4-5

POLAND #1414-1421 (1966) - EUROPEAN ATHLETIC CHAMPIONSHIPS
VII EUROPEAN ATHLETIC CHAMPIONSHIPS(LA PORTA) J7(9-10),4-6

POLAND #1474 (1967) - JANOV PODLASKI STUD FARM, DRESSAGE
SPORTS PHILATELY DIGEST(WYSLOTSKY) J12(5),11-12

POLAND #1594-1601 (1968) - OLYMPIC GAMES
KNOWLEDGE #Q-103 J23(6),241-242; #A-103 J24(1),25-26

POLAND #1780 (1971) - "DAR POMORZAL," SCHOOL TRAINING SHIP
SAIL TRAINING RACES(REISS) J16(4),101-103

POLAND #2041 (1974) - "DAR POMORZAL," SAILING SHIP WINNER
SAIL TRAINING RACES(REISS) J18(4),101-103

POLAND #1780 (1971) - "DAR POMORZAL," SCHOOL TRAINING SHIP
SAIL TRAINING RACES(REISS) J18(4),101-103

POLAND #1360 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, RELAY RACE, WOMEN
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J8(10),1-2,4-5

POLAND #1357 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, RELAY RACE, MEN
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J6(1-2),16-18

POLAND #1358 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, FENCING
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J5(6),7-7, J5(11-12),4-6

POLAND #1359 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, HURDLES
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J5(6),3-4

POLO

POLAND #919 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES, BOXING
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J2(10),4-7

POLAND #921 (1960) - OLYMPIC GAMES, WOMAN JUMPER
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J3(3),2-5

POLAND #1006-1008 (1961) - EUROPEAN CANOE CHAMPIONSHIPS
CANOE SPORTS ON STAMPS(VESTER) J3(9),1-3

POLAND #1008-1103 (1962) - ANNIVERSARY OF DEATH OF DR. JANUSZ KORCZAK
POLAND'S JANUSZ KORCZAK J6(4),14-15

POLAND #1159-1165 (1963) - EUROPEAN MEN'S BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
THE 1963 POLISH BASKETBALL ISSUE(BRUCE) J2(7),1-3
BASKETBALL AND THE 1963 EUROPEAN SPORT STAMP EXHIBITION(RAYAL DE RAGAN) J2(8),1-4

POLAND #1213 (1964) - "DAR POMORZAL," SCHOOL SHIP
SAIL TRAINING RACES(REISS) J16(4),101-103

POLAND #1355 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, WEIGHTLIFTING
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J5(3),1-3, J6(1-2),16-18

POLAND #1356 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, BOXING
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J5(9),15-16, J5(10),15-18

POLAND #1357 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, RELAY RACE, MEN
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J8(10),1-2,4-5

POLAND #1358 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, FENCING
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J5(6),7-7, J5(11-12),4-6

POLAND #1359 (1965) - OLYMPIC GAMES, HURDLES
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES) J5(6),3-4
RWAGASORE, PRINCE LOUIS (BURUNDI - STADIUM)
Q & A OF QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS #Q-15 J21(1-7) #A-15 J44(6)

RWANDA #77 (1964) - OLYMPIC GAMES, BASKETBALL
BLOW THE WHISTLE (MOORE) J28(3),81-83

RWANDA #165 (1966) - NATIONAL YOUTH SPORTS, BASKETBALL
BLOW THE WHISTLE (MOORE) J28(3),81-83

RWANDA #254 (1967) - OLYMPIC GAMES WINNERS, HOCKEY ON STAMPS (MALHERBE)
J13(1),1-3,5

RYUKYU ISLANDS
CLAY COURT CANCELS (YERKES) J14(3),1-3,5-9
THE HANDBOOK OF TENNIS POSTMARKS (YERKES) J23(4),55-62
JAPANESE "MIHONY" (SEIKOMOTO) J14(4),8,9
KNOWLEDGE #Q-26 J14(1),10,16; #A-26 J14(4),7-9
SPORTS STAMPS OF THE RYUKYU ISLANDS (IRSACS) J3(10),1-2

RYUKYU ISLANDS #72-73 (1965) - KYUSHU INTER-PREFECTURAL ATHLETIC MEET
PHILATELIC MARKET REPORT (FARR) J12(12),11-13; J1(11),5-7
SPORTS STAMPS OF THE RYUKYU ISLANDS (IRSACS) J3(10),1-2

RYUKYU ISLANDS #104 (1962) - ALL-JAPAN KENDO MEETING, JAPANESE FENCING
SPORTS STAMPS OF THE RYUKYU ISLANDS (IRSACS) J3(10),1-2

RYUKYU ISLANDS #124 (1964) - OLYMPIC TORCH
SPORTS STAMPS OF THE RYUKYU ISLANDS (IRSACS) J3(10),1-2

RYUKYU ISLANDS #125 (1964) - RYUKYUAN SELF DEFENSE, KARATE
SPORTS STAMPS OF THE RYUKYU ISLANDS (IRSACS) J3(10),1-2

RYUKYU ISLANDS #126 (1965) - RYUKYUAN SELF DEFENSE, MAKIWARA
SPORTS STAMPS OF THE RYUKYU ISLANDS (IRSACS) J3(10),1-2

RYUKYU ISLANDS #179 (1968) - ALL-JAPAN EAST-WEST MENS SOFTBALL
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
TENNIS PHILATELY (SCHEETZ) J23(2),55-62

RYUN, JIM (USA - TRACK)
THE BIRTH OF AN EAGLE J19(2),52

SAAR #86-66 (1949) HOSTELING
HIKING, CAMPING, MOUNTAINEERING (GEIST) J7(5-6),3-4

SAAR #89 (1952) - OLYMPIC GAMES
THE OLYMPIC TORCH AND THE OLYMPIC FLAME (LAND) J1(1),1-4,7

SAAR #109-110 (1956) - OLYMPIC GAMES
OLYMIPANA J24(17-18)

SAAVALLA, ALEKSAWTERI (FINLAND - GYMNASTICS)
KNOWLEDGE #Q-56 J14(1),10,16; #A-56 J14(4),7-9
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS (HUGHES) J3(7),1-4

SAARVALES, RAYMOND (FRANCE - ROWING)
SALES DEPARTMENT (SEE SPI SECTION: SALES DEPARTMENT)

SAARA, EL #496 (1924) - NATIONAL GYMNASIUM
WHADDYA YA KNOW? (SEEBACHER) S1(9),5-6

SALVADOR, EL #384-52 (1935) - CENTRAL AMERICAN GAMES
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS FOR WHICH STAMPS WERE ISSUED (HUGHES) J6(9-10),1-4,5

SALVADOR, EL #384-52 (1935) - CENTRAL AMERICAN GAMES
NEW ISSUES  J12(1),3,15
J8(9-10),1-4,5

SALVADOR, EL #384-52 (1935) - CENTRAL AMERICAN GAMES
NEW ISSUE COLUMN (DE VIOLINI) J11(3),13-14

SALVADOR RE-DISCOVERED (WASSERMAN) J6(5-6),18

SALVADOR, EL #496 (1924) - NATIONAL GYMNASIUM
WHADDYA YA KNOW? (SEEBACHER) S1(9),5-6

SALVADOR, EL #538-542 (1935) - CENTRAL AMERICAN GAMES
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS FOR WHICH STAMPS WERE ISSUED (HUGHES) J6(9-10),1-4,5

SALVADOR, EL #538-542 (1935) - CENTRAL AMERICAN GAMES
NEW ISSUES CALENDAR (B. WILLIAMS) J2(2),14,23; J6(5-6),20-23

SALVAZ, RAYMOND (FRANCE - ROWING)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS (HUGHES) J3(7),1-4
OLYMPIAN/WASSERMAN) J7(9),1-7

SALVINO, R. (ITALY - STADIUM)
SAAR #384-52 (1935) - CENTRAL AMERICAN GAMES
NEW ISSUE COLUMN (DE VIOLINI) J11(3),13-14

SALVINO, R. (ITALY - STADIUM)
SAAR #384-52 (1935) - CENTRAL AMERICAN GAMES
NEW ISSUE COLUMN (DE VIOLINI) J11(3),13-14

SALVINO, R. (ITALY - STADIUM)
SAAR #384-52 (1935) - CENTRAL AMERICAN GAMES
NEW ISSUE COLUMN (DE VIOLINI) J11(3),13-14

SALVINO, R. (ITALY - STADIUM)
SAAR #384-52 (1935) - CENTRAL AMERICAN GAMES
NEW ISSUE COLUMN (DE VIOLINI) J11(3),13-14

SALVINO, R. (ITALY - STADIUM)
SAAR #384-52 (1935) - CENTRAL AMERICAN GAMES
NEW ISSUE COLUMN (DE VIOLINI) J11(3),13-14
Olympiad(Bura) J3(6),1-6
The Wonderful World of Golf in Philately(Aulbach) J6(9-10),1-4
Souvenirs, Other XII Commonwealth Games, Edinburgh 1986(Wilcock) J26(2),48-54

SoVieT AviAtion Day Chronological List of Sports Competitions for Which Stamps Were Issued(Hughes) J6(3-4),3-5

SoVieT CeNTrAL ArMy CluB Ice Hockey Postal Stationery of U.S.S.R. J14(2),5-9

Spain Another Sports Rarity(Schirmer) J16(5),107
Barcelona '92(Maestrone) J27(5),172-177
Barcelona 1992 Olympic Meter(Estes) J24(6),241
By Paths(Seebacher) J11(1),1-3
Candidate Cities for Future Olympics(Nagel) J24(3),97-100
Clay Court Cancels(Yerkes) J14(3),1-3,5-9; J18(2),56-58; J20(1),7-11;
J21(4),97-99,101
The Folly of the Spanish Judo Stamp(Schirmer) J16(5),108-109
The Handbook of Tennis Postmarks(Yerkes) J23(4),55-62
IOC Congresses and Sessions(Fioretti) J29(1),5-9
A Quarter Century of Olympic Bidding(Wilkinson) J29(5),25
Sellos de Toros y Toreros(Frontain) S1(9),11; S1(10),5-6; S1(11),4; S2(1),8;
S2(2),5; S2(3),10; S2(4),6; S2(5),9

Spain #909-920 (1960) - Bullfighting
Sellos de Toros y Toreros(Frontain) S1(9),11

Spain #910 (1960) - Round Up Bulls
Sellos de Toros y Toreros(Frontain) S1(10),5-6

Spain #911 (1960) - Running with the Bulls
Sellos de Toros y Toreros(Frontain) S1(10),5-6

Spain #912 (1960) - Bull Entering Arena
Sellos de Toros y Toreros(Frontain) S2(2),5

Spain #915 (1960) - Fighting with Mules
Sellos de Toros y Toreros(Frontain) S2(5),9

Spain #916 (1960) - Fighting with Mules
Sellos de Toros y Toreros(Frontain) S2(3),10

Spain #917 (1960) - Fighting with Mules
Sellos de Toros y Toreros(Frontain) S2(4),6

Spain #920 (1960) - Bullfighter
Sellos de Toros y Toreros(Frontain) S2(1),8

Spain #928 (1960) - Murillo Painting, Children Playing Dice
Whadda Ya Know(Seebacher) S2(3),13

Spain #956 (1960) - Athlete with Rings
Knowledge #O-56 J17(1),8-9; #A-56 J17(3),82-83;

Spain #957 (1960) - Hockey on Roller Skates
Field Hockey Featured on World-Wide Stamps(Leonard) J4(10),1-3
Hockey and Related Stick and Ball Team Games on Stamps J13(3),5-6

Spain #961 (1960) - Athlete with Rings
Knowledge #O-56 J17(1),8-9; #A-56 J17(3),82-83

Spain #962 (1960) - Hockey on Roller Skates
Field Hockey Featured on World-Wide Stamps(Leonard) J4(10),1-3
Hockey and Related Stick and Ball Team Games on Stamps J13(3),5-6

Spain #1043 (1961) - Bustard Hunt by Plane
Bird Hunting J6(3-4),13-14

Spain #1052 (1962) - Arms of Barcelona
Barcelona '92(Maestrone) J27(5),172-177

Spain #1280 (1965) - Tourism, Columbus Monument, Barcelona
Barcelona '92(Maestrone) J27(5),172-177

Spain #1315 (1965) - Sports Palace, Madrid
IOC Congresses and Sessions(Fioretti) J29(1),5-9

Spain #1511 (1968) - Winter Olympic Games, Ice Hockey
Hockey and Related Stick and Ball Team Games on Stamps J13(3),5-6

Spain #1874 (1975) - Antonio Gaudi, Spanish Architect
Barcelona '92(Maestrone) J27(5),172-177

Spain #1932 (1975) - Catalunya Excursion Center Mountains
Barcelona '92(Maestrone) J27(5),172-177

Spain #1976 (1976) - King Juan Carlos
Traditional Mongolian Sports(Jansen) J27(3),81-83,85-88

Spain #2018 (1976) - Casals and Cello
Barcelona '92(Maestrone) J27(5),172-177

Spain #2056 (1977) - St. Emilian Cuculatus and Manuscript
Barcelona '92(Maestrone) J27(5),172-177

Spain #2077 (1977) - World Judo Championships
The Folly of the Spanish Judo Stamp(Schirmer) J16(5),108-109

Spain #2108-2115 (1978) - Picasso Paintings
Barcelona '92(Maestrone) J27(5),172-177

Spain #C159-162 (1960) - Bullfighting
Sellos de Toros y Toreros(Frontain) S1(9),11; S1(10),5-6; S1(11),4; S2(1),8;
S2(2),5; S2(3),10; S2(4),6; S2(5),9

Spain #C162 (1960) - Bull Ring
Sellos de Toros y Toreros(Frontain) S1(11),4

Spain #C163-166 (1960) - International Congress of Philately
Questions and Answers #Q-20 J2(1),7; #A-20 J4(5),8-9

Spain #C168 (1960) - Basque Ball Game
Infoswap #Q-29 S18(12)
Questions and Answers #Q-20 J2(1),7; #A-20 J4(5),8-9

Spain #C169 (1960) - Steeplechase
Filatelia Sport - Olimpica - A Review(Weihrach) J28(5),179

Spain #C170 (1960) - Basque Ball Game
Infoswap #Q-29 S18(12)
Questions and Answers #Q-20 J2(1),7; #A-20 J4(5),8-9

Spandar, Steph Popayania Russia - Basketball

Spangler, Dr. Karl (Switzerland - Spangler Cup Founder)
The Spangler Cup(Lacko) J20(1),1-2

Spangler Cup
Hockey Notes(Lacko) J27(3),115
The Spangler Cup(Lacko) J20(1),1-2

Spanish Andorra (See Andorra)

Spanish Guinea #350-357 (1958) - Sports
Philatelic Market Report(Farr) J5(5),4-5

Spanish Riding School, Vienna
Knowledge #O-81 J19(4),121-122; #A-81 J20(2),53-54

Spanish Sahara #163 (1965) - Basketball
Blow the Whistle(Moore) J28(3),81-83

Spartacist Games
Sport Stamps: Behind the Scenes - Union of Soviet Socialist Republics(M. Jones) J23(3),95-102

Spartakiade
The Cases of the "Dirty Dozen": Buying on Margin(Wasserman) J5(10),14
Czechoslovak Spartakiade 1985(Lacko) J24(3),89-91,93-94
Chronological List of Sports Competitions for Which Stamps Were Issued(Hughes) J6(3-4),3-5
Consider Cancellations S2(6),7
Ice Hockey Postal Stationery of U.S.S.R. J14(2),5-9
Information Wanted J13(1),18
New Issue Column(B. Williams) J9(1),27-29
A Spartakiad Story(Loubert) J9(10),5-6
Sport Stamps: Behind the Scenes[M. Jones] East Germany
J19(4),111-120; J20(3),133-143; Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
J21(6),165-174; J22(6),216-221; J23(3),95-102; J23(5),191-196; J24(1),37-44;
J25(3),101-108; USSR & France J27(1),7-14

Spasky, Boris (Russia - Chess)
Sport Stamps: Behind the Scenes - Union of Soviet Socialist Republics(M. Jones) J23(3),95-102

Speaker, Tris (USA - Baseball)
Autographed Sports Material(Seebacher) J3(7),1-2

Spearfishing
Whadda Ya Know(Seebacher) S1(11),9
YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC #SG272-280 (1964) - OLYMPIC GAMES
RECENT SPORTS STAMPS NOT LISTED IN "SCOTT"(HUGHES)  J4(9),1-2

YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC #SG281-289 (1964) - YEMEN BOY SCOUTS
RECENT SPORTS STAMPS NOT LISTED IN "SCOTT"(HUGHES)  J4(9),1-2

YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC # DE COUBERTIN
KNOWLEDGE  #Q-79 J19(4),121-122; #A-79 J21(3),74-75

YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC # (1962)
1962 SPORTS STAMPS NOT LISTED IN SCOTT(HUGHES)  J1(11),14-16

YEMAN, MUTAWAKELUTE KINGDOM OF
POISON GAS & OLYMPIC STAMPS(SCHIRMER)  J14(4),23-24

YEMAN, ROYALIST #GI1-4 (1962)
OTHER SPORTS STAMPS NOT LISTED IN SCOTT(HUGHES)  J2(4),11-12,14

YEMAN, ROYALIST #GI14-18
OTHER SPORTS STAMPS NOT LISTED IN SCOTT(HUGHES)  J2(4),11-12,14

YEOMANS, PATRICIA HENRY (USA - OLYMPIC AUTHOR)
UNITED STATES OLYMPIC ACADEMY XIV(M. JONES)  J29(1),27

YERKES, LESTER M. (USA - SPI MEMBER)
LESTER M. YERKES PROFILE  J24(6),239

YOUNG, CY (USA - BASEBALL)
AUTOGRAPHED SPORTS MATERIAL(SEEBACHER)  J3(7),1-2

ZABBAL, JUAN (ARGENTINA - MARATHON)
FURTHER COMMENTS ON OLYMPIC MARATHONS(BLOOMFIELD)  J1(7),7-9

ZAHARIAS, MILDRED [BABE] DIDRIKSON (USA - SPORTSWOMAN)
BASKETBALL PHILATELIC NEWS - A REVIEW(WEIHRAUCH)  J26(3),114
JONES & ZAHARIAS FDGS BY LARRY GARVEY. J20(1),3
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES)  J2(11),5-7,10-11
OLYMPIC SIGNATURES FROM THE EDWARD B. Epstein Collection
J1(1),5-7; J2(3),10-11
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE  J19(6),188

ZARIA, JUAN (1964) - OLYMPIC GAMES, BASKETBALL
BLOW THE WHISTLE(MOORE)  J28(3),81-83

ZAMBIA #23 (1965) - INDEPENDENCE STADIUM
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS  #Q-130 J6(7-8),8-9

ZANDER, HOLGER (GERMANY - CANOEING)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES)  J6(1-2),16-18

ZARDINI, SERGIO (ITALY - BOBSLEDDING)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES)  J6(1-2),16-18

ZATOPEK, DANA (SEE ZATOPOKOVÁ, DANA)
ZATOPEK, EMIL (CZECHOSLOVAKIA - TRACK)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES)  J6(1-2),16-18

ZATOPOKOVÁ, DANA (CZECHOSLOVAKIA - JAVELIN)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES)  J3(8),1-4

ZEH, DR. THEORDOR (AUSTRALIA - TENNIS)
TENNIS IN AUSTRIA  J21(2),62

ZIELINSKI, ANDRZEJ (POLAND - TRACK)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES)  J6(1-2),16-18

ZIELINSKI, MARIAN (POLAND - WEIGHTLIFTING)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES)  J6(1-2),16-18

ZIMMERMAN, ARTHUR A. (USA - BICYCLE)
AMERICAN BICYCLE HALL OF FAME(GEIST)  J8(1-2),9-10

ZIMMERMAN, EDITH (AUSTRIA - SKIER)
OLYMPIANA  J1(9),8

ZIMMERMAN, EGON (AUSTRIA - SKING)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES)  J6(1-2),16-18

ZOE, HUBERTUS (NETHERLANDS - BICYCLING)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES)  J8(9-10),1-2,4-5

ZSIVÖTZKY, GYULA (HUNGARY - HAMMER THROW)
MODERN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS ON STAMPS(HUGHES)  J6(1-2),16-18